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The following is a brief description of a photo

electric device called an "Image Multiplier". 

The image of an object is projected on a semi-

transparent photo cethode~ The elect~ons emitted from any 

one point of that cathode eoRtaiHee vi:'Bl~:iR tis~ l.magoe are 

accelerated in vacuum and have to pass through two auxiliary 

~~#..~? 
electrodes 1 and 2, and the grid 3 before\~nll1~~ the 

~--?.~ 
fluorescent screen Jt ~ 

The electrodes 1 and 2 are cylindrical tubes 

having a length 1f and ltresp~ 
c 

/ fi k .to <- /:fc . tJ1·ansversal grid \!~provided at both 

ends of each tube 1 and 2. 

~e potential of 

around a 

~0, 000 volts, whereas the 

allowed to oscillate 

(h,~J_Iltf 
volts ~ be chosen. 

voltage of grid 3 is 

~~{ 
cathode, an electron 

will move parallel to the 

electrode 1 made to oscillate 
/ /].--.~, 

value of which ~~osen around 

~ t 4t ·~ 
~ge of the electrode 2 is 

respect to the photo 

the photo cathode 
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2 and upon pass the 

same, 

thf hoto 

which it s 

During thLt_ p.aPtiel:.ll~ period 
;.~;-. ( L- I ) 

Y falling, and the 

rising . The rate at which 

is determined by two considerations : 

One c onsideration is that we wish to keep the time 

constant which it takes for a photo electron wh:lr:h leaves 

the cathode to pass through electrodes 1 and 2, and to return 

to the photo cathode . This 

I 

I 

has to bm met from the point of view of this requirement can be 

written as follows: 

v; · ~ V. 
I 1 ~ 

Wherein 11 and 12.. are the length of the two tubular 

electrodes 1 and 2, and whePe~n ~and are the ve~ocities 
A / / "' ; ' .,.; ~I /.t ' I 

of an electron which is accelerated irom voltage-s JPd 

respectively. If for example, ~t~ffr.:;_ in, then 
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The other which 1..,e have to meet 

the absolute rate of change of voltages 
I 

This from 

the consideration that Jhring the ~Itic~lar time period 

tYf ~~ 7/'-'· 
~n-~.~~~~~ua~.~ng ~, we want an electron that leaves 

the photo cathode, passes through electro de s } and 2, ~ 

cathode to xxxrx arrive 

of a xxX~dred 

ia 3, and returns to the photo 

t 
at ~ photo cathode with f velocity 

t ' . e ~ 
volts, wa~efi '~ just enough to liber-

... .-,J-.· ~ 

ate the/ number of seconc1ary electrons upon impact with the 

photo cathode. ~~~~·~~~a~n~c-~, ~f we wish such an electron 

ible to have during 

the photo 

cathode passing 

It~/( 
through s 1 and 2, 



to hit exactly the same point 

of the 9hoto cathode from 

~~ 
'1!-hie condition ooill helEl .1"- th :re i-s a homogenous 

~ , --
magnetic field maintained within electrodes 1 and 2, the 

lines of force of which ~re parallel to the axis of the 

tubular electrodes 1 and 2, and the strength of the field 

is determined by and 

f ~ I 

the lengths 11 and lL. / An electrode moving in a~ magnetic 

field describes a spiral; the projection of this spiral on 

a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field is a circle. 

11' ~~ 
The time which it takes fo electron to complete ~ circle 

/: 
equal to the time which an electron emitted ~ the photo 

It& ·• ' ~ ..:
cathode takes to return to the photo cathode.(~ime •~t&Q 

~j¥;:;;;;1 it ( ( 1 ,fr"' ~ 't1 ~ 
~~,..., 

~t(' - 1 and 2, aRe Pe~~~ ~ hit the same 

point of the photo cathode from 
tf 

During the 
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wish x~xkaiR the electron to have on its return to the photo 

,. ~t' /.1 

cathode, we ~arc:tl..,... efieeM!/ 1number of returns 

of the electron (accompani~d by its secondaries) which leave 

a point of the photo cathode at the beginning of the time 

,.. 

period of multiple ~ wl:£1c:Q. ue aPe eel'H!Iidei iR~ 

This process of repeated returns comes to an end 

(the end of the time period of multiplicatmon) when the 

grid 3 becomes paEitive with respect to the photo cathode. 

The electrons coming from the photo cathode, upon reaching the 

~ I 

grid will ~ass through the grid, will be accelerated by an 

electrode 4 and will be thrown on the fluorescent screen 5. 

Before reaching the fluorescent screen the elec-

trodes have to pass through a metal f~m 6, which serves to 

prevent the l~ght from the fluorescent screen from reaching 

the photo cathode. 

t/ 

have a focusing ~the image 

d'lt/L .I 

upon itself, we saw ~i»'ia~ we had to .choose the value of the 

magnetic field 
)/..~ ''I . z r 

in a Q~eei~i~ manner. Any multiple of this 

E~KKR~ course also fulfill the conditions of 

focusing . 



Insert 1. 

A homogenous magnetic field is maintained within 

the image multiplie~ tube, the lines of forces of which are 

parallel to the axis of the tubes 1 and 2. 
q'1Jk 

The~ 

this magnetic field is determined by considerations which 

will be g iven below, and may be considered as fixed by the 
~ 

potentials~, y
2

,;( and 1
2

• 

__ , ee. ~ 

Electtons which pass the grid 3 are further 

accelerated by the electrode 4, pass through a metal film 6 

and hits the fluorescent screen 5. 
~ t t..{ .Al~ &/:3~ t? 
~ /( ~t( 

During that part 

0C. 
(':. ,_ 

of the cycle of operation of the 

image multiplier tube during which grid 3 is positive with 

respect to the photo cathode, the electrons leaving the photo 

cathode will be allowed to pass grid 3 and will reach the 

fluorescent screen. ~s the value of the magnetic field is 

fixed by consideratioas stated farther below, magnetic focus-

ing of the photo cathode on the fluorescent screen ~~'"""-... 
~ 

Assuming that 1'-'e have to deal with weak images 

projected on the photo cathode, we shall obtain only a weak 

image on the fluorescent screen from the electrons which 



1 

pass through grid 3 during the above considered part of the 

cycle of operation of the image multiplier tube. 

During a period ~ of the of opera-

tion however, grid 3 will be kept negative with respect to 

the cathode. This ~ eriod we shall call the multiplication 

per1od 2 

Under the provisions specified farther below, the 

following will take place during the multiplication period: 

/ An electron leaving a point of the photo cathode will pass 

through the tubes 1 and 2, but will not pass through the 

~~ 
grid 3, ~t will return through the tubes 2 and 1 to the 

same point of the photo cathooe from which it originated. 

It will hit that point with a certain amount of enagy which 

can be controlled in such a manner as to give the desired 

number of secondary electrons. These secondaries will then 

again pass through tubes 1 and 2 both ways, hit a~ain the 

same point of the photo cathooe, produce further secondaries 

and so on. In this manner we~lt1pl1cat1on of any 

~ ~· 
desired degree, ~~the multiplication process ~ill HRi~ 

positive with respect to the cathode and the electrons 

approaching grid 3 are allowed to pass through that grid, and 

reach the fluorescent screen. 
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